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By Valeria Gavrilova

Most of us scarcely glance at the 
money we use daily, barely noticing 
the little details and symbols encod-
ed on our banknotes.

‘Tangible’ money
The 100,000 Belarusian Rouble 

banknote is considered to be one of 
the most interesting issues to date by 
the National Bank, including a great 
many public protection features. 
Even with closed eyes, you can tell 
that you’re holding a banknote: it’s 
crisp to the touch, ‘crackling’ against 
your fingers. Your can also feel that 
some of the details are printed in re-
lief. It features a picture of Radziwiłł 
Castle, alongside its value and text 
elements. Most eye-catching is the 
abbreviation of the National Bank 
of the Republic of Belarus: placed in 
metallographic printing.

On the front bottom left corner 
is a boldly imprinted combination 
of five horizontal stripes and one 
dot: designed for those who are vis-
ually impaired, it denotes the value 
of the banknote. Each horizontal 
stripe represents a zero, while each 
dot is worth ‘one’ (placed progres-
sively vertically to denote ‘two’ or 
‘three’ and so on.

Colour solution
The colour of the banknote is 

probably its most important feature, 
since we tend to recognise money 
by this alone. Of course, some ban-
knotes are very similar in colour: 
for example, 1,000 and 50,000. In 
poor light, it can be easy to confuse 
them.

The Chief Directorate of Cash 

Turnover at the National Bank of 
Belarus tells us, “The colour range 
of banknotes is determined while 
developing a new money series. It 
is important that banknotes use col-
our shades that cannot be copied or 
scanned without distortion. Accord-
ingly, there are technical limitations 
in the choice of colours, since spe-
cial paints are used with protective 
properties. Banknotes can appear 
similar in colour, so it’s important 
to look carefully not only at colour, 
but at the value. After all, no one 
confuses our notes with US Dollars 
although, until recently, they shared 
the same colour.”

Face to face
The front of each banknote fea-

tures a monument of Belarusian 
architecture or an urban landmark. 
The 50,000 note shows Mir Castle, 
while the 100,000 has Radziwiłł Cas-
tle in Nesvizh and the 200,000 de-
picts the Museum of P. Maslennikov 
in Mogilev. A temporary working 
group from the National Bank se-
lects the designs, with modern pho-
tos and older pictures provided by 
the National Academy of Sciences of 
Belarus, taken from the archives of 
the National Library of Belarus and 
various other Belarusian museums.

Just above the picture of Nes-
vizh Castle, on the 100,000 note, is 
a fragment of the Radziwiłł emblem, 
in a golden colour. If you slightly 
bend the note, the emblem changes 
colour to green, thanks to optically 
variable ink. Only two Belarusian 
banknotes display this technology, 
with the ink also used to frame the 
denoted value of the 50,000 note. To 
the right of the main image, under 

its value, is a small picture resem-
bling an emblem: its right side com-
posed of gold and white stripes and 
an eagle on the left. A similar image 
is on the reverse, creating a finished 
picture.

Displaying national 
character

The 100,000 note also has a se-
curity thread: metallised and with a 
holographic effect, it’s like a rainbow 
stripe. The shiny dotted line is used 
against the text ‘NBRB’; moving the 
note converts the dotted line into a 
solid dark line with smooth edges. 
Such security threads came into use 
in 2010-2011 but this version is even 
more difficult to forge.

The value of a note occurs re-
peatedly, using both numbers and 
letters; alongside the name of the 

issuing bank: the National Bank. 
These are mandatory elements 
present on all world currency. Bela-
rusian money, in addition to meet-
ing international requirements, uses 
its design to reflect national Bela-
rusian colour. In fact, the 200,000 
note recently won the top prize for 
‘Design Reflecting National Charac-
ter’ at the International Watermark 
Banknote Awards.

Making banknotes is a long, 
skilled process, creating something 
intrinsically representing a nation 
and its people. There are currently 
ten Belarusian banknotes, ranging 
in value from 50 to 200,000 Roubles. 
The media has repeatedly raised the 
topic of introducing a 500,000 note 
but the National Bank has no plan 
as yet, nor to introduce any other 
major changes. 

Banknotes 
with a 
secret and 
national 
colouring
A dozen means of public protection 
are used on Belarusian banknotes

Inflation 
under tight 
control
By Mikhail Pimenov

National Bank refinancing rate 
won’t be reduced in August

The National Bank of Belarus, the 
main financial institution of the coun-
try, has decided that no change to the 
refinancing rate is currently required. 
Last month, difficult factors in the 
external sector of the economy, com-
bined with seasonal trends, brought 
increased demand for foreign curren-
cy — from the public and enterprises. 
This resulted in an out-flow of Rouble 
deposits and the renewal of currency 
deposits, but measures taken by the 
National Bank in mid-July halted this 
trend, stabilising the domestic ex-
change market and the deposit mar-
ket by the end of the month.

“To ensure stability on the finan-
cial market and the restraint of in-
flation, it has been decided to retain 
inflexibility in our rate policy,” an-
nounced the National Bank of Bela-
rus. “Maintaining a high level of inter-
est for Rouble deposits (considerably 
exceeding that offered on deposits in 
foreign currencies) will promote a 
sustainable growth in Rouble savings 
in banks.”

The last time the main bank of the 
country reduced the refinancing rate 
was on June 10th — by 1.5 percent 
(to 23.5 percent). Between January 
and July, inflation stood at 8 percent, 
meeting the forecast for 2013, which 
set a goal of no more than 12 percent.

Investors help 
raise capacity
Grodno Azot JSC signs contract 
with German company to 
construct nitric acid shop

The contract was signed in mid-
August with German ThyssenKrupp 
Uhde GmbH (from Dortmund) for 
the provision of license, design and 
supply of equipment and the render-
ing of services: The Construction of 
a Nitric Acid Shop with a Capacity of 
1,200 Tonnes Per Day and the Renova-
tion of the Current Carbamide-Ammo-
niac Compound Production Line.

The estimated cost of the project 
stands at $200 million, of which the 
enterprise is contributing $30 million 
from its own funds and the rest from 
investors’ capital (including foreign). 
Investments are to come in the form 
of direct injections while branch in-
novation funds are being contributed, 
alongside those from the Republican 
budget.

After reconstruction of the existing 
facilities making carbamide-ammo-
niac compound, production capacity 
should expand by 60 percent, reaching 
up to 400,000 tonnes per year of nitric 
acid and up to 1.19 million tonnes of 
carbamide-ammoniac compound. 
The project will run until late 2014 and 
should pay for itself within 6 years.

By Olga Belova

Ever more services can be paid 
for electronically

Each year, ever more items and 
services can be paid for conven-
iently online. The Belqi electronic 
payment system — whose currency 
is equivalent to Belarusian Roubles 
— can be used to pay bills for utili-
ties, as well as for communication 
services, education and loan instal-
ments. In fact, over 50,000 services 
are covered.

The system has been launched 
by Priorbank, in co-operation with 

the Russian QIWI system, explains 
Sergey Gerasimovich, Head of Pri-
orbank’s Innovation Department. 
He notes, “The new system of elec-
tronic payments was launched with 
the aim of expanding opportunities 
for people to pay online — includ-

ing for goods and 
services abroad, at a 
reasonable exchange 
rate. You can open 
a Belqi electronic 
account, managing 
it from your own 
computer device, 
wherever you hap-

pen to be located.”
The system has several aspects 

making it extremely convenient, 
allowing money transfer between 
bank accounts at the click of button, 
to pay for goods and services. Auto-
matic payments can also be set, such 

as paying a fixed amount for Inter-
net access each month. Just stipulate 
the terms of whom to pay and when 
and the system will automatically 
transfer the necessary sum. The 
system can be adjusted to pay for 
mobile phone services so that you 
never run out of credit. “Moreover, 
you can top up your account us-
ing Internet banking or Priorbank’s 
payment-reference terminals,” 
adds Mr. Gerasimovich. Electronic 
money can be turned into cash at 
Priorbank’s cashier offices and bank 
branches, with just 2 percent com-
mission payable.

Virtual Roubles for real commodities

Its reverse shows a montage of the 
architectural elements of the museum building
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Elements of protection for Belarus’ banknotes
On March 12th, 2012, a banknote with a nominal value 
of Br200,000 was launched into circulation

Its face depicts the Mogilev Regional Art Museum 
named after P. V. Maslennikov

The banknote’s protection elements:

Gas-turbine power installation

Electronic payments easily made


